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Why Semiotics?

Semiotics as a meta-perspective for studying the “Mind”



A Lesson Taught by … a Hen

An experiment conducted by Wolfgang Köhler (1887-
1967)



The Experiment

A hen was presented with grains on two papers, one 
light gray and the other dark gray

On the light gray paper, the grains rested on the 
surface of the paper so that the chicken could peck at 
them 

Those on the dark gray paper were glued so that the 
chicken could not peck at them 



The Learning Phase



The Test Phase



Possible types of hens:

1. The Platonic hen should chose the light gray. It 
believes in absolute ideals!

2.The Darwinist hen doesn’t care. Dawkins told it that 
natural selection will “chose” for it (Only “smart” hens 
survive)

But … as we learn from Peirce there is always a third 
option! The relational hen… (see next figure) 



II
I’m choosing the 

white paper! The Result



What is the Lesson?

What triggered the hen's response was a difference

The basic unit of the mind whether the mind of a hen, a 
human being or the immune system is 

A Difference that makes a Difference (G. Bateson)



Did the chicken read Derrida?

Is it Post-Modernist Bullshit? 
I read him 

but I don’t 

understand



The difference turns into a difference that makes a 

difference (i.e. a unit of meaning) if it is mapped into 

another difference 

Pleasure

Non-

Pleasure

Difference Difference



Difference

David Bohm (1998): Order appears as the interplay of 

"similarity of differences" and "difference of 

similarities" 

Pleasure

Non-

Pleasure

Similarity of Differences



The difference between the two papers presented to the 
chicken is actually:

“Something [a difference] which stands to somebody [the 
Hen] for something in some respect or capacity"  

This is Peirce definition of the Sign!



Semiotics studies “meaning making”: the way living 
systems use signs

To understand living systems as a unique category of 
nature we must understand them as Meaning Making 
Systems

Neuman, Y. (2008). Reviving the Living: Meaning 
Making in Living Systems. Oxford: Elsevier. 



What is the Bottom-Line?

? signssystem of relationalThe mind is a 

Here mathematics or more precisely Category Theory 
get’s into the picture 

have relationsin which language-metaA mathematical 
entities precedence over 



Another smartass who doesn’t 
remember Piaget’s failure in 
applying Group Theory to 

Cognition and Lewin’s failure in 
applying Topology to Social 

Psychology …



A Response to the Skeptic

Category Theory as a mathematical semiotic system for  
Imagining new questions and new solutions 

Neuman, Y., & Nave, O. (2009). Metaphor-based meaning excavation. 
Information Sciences, 179, 2719-2728.

Neuman, Y. (in press). A novel generic conception of structure: Solving 
Piaget's riddle. In L. Rudolph & J. Valsiner (Eds.), Mathematical models for 
research on cultural dynamics. U.K.: Routledge. 

Neuman, Y., et al.(revised submitted). A generic methodology for measuring 
the potential number of structure-preserving transformations. 
Psychological Methods.



perspective-metaSemiotics as a 

formalism-metaCategory Theory as a 

Information Technology as a meta-tool

What can we do with it?



Part 2

SOME

INNOVATIVE

IDEAS



How to Identify the “Meaning”

of a Concept?

Semi(automatically) identifying the “meaning” of target 
concepts is the main challenge facing Web 3.0

“Meaning” is what semiotics is all about!  



What is “Meaning”?

The conceptual content expressed by signs (e.g. words)

Human language is the most sophisticated medium for 
meaning making



Two Important Questions:

How is it possible to identify the meaning of a concept?

How is it possible to identify the expressions of this 
meaning in textual data?



Linguistic → Conceptual

The shift from the linguistic level to the conceptual
level is far from trivial 



The same sign can mean different things in different 
contexts (e.g. word-to-concept relation) 

and 

The same conceptual structure may be expressed by 
different signs (e.g. concept-to-word relation) 





WordNet definitions of “Dog”

1. A member of the genus Canis 

2. Frump: a dull unattractive unpleasant girl or woman



DOG



The Challenge

Identifying the meaning of a target concept by 
analyzing linguistic/textual data

For instance, identifying the meaning of “Depression”

Identify this “meaning” in free text. For instance, 
identify depressive texts



A metaphor is a way of understanding one concept 
through mapping from another concept

For example: Anger is like a Volcano

Bridging the Gap: Metaphor-Based Analysis



The Idea �

Metaphors can be used to uncover the conceptual 
level of a target concept



The Approach: 

Harvesting the Web for Metaphors

Automatically identify the metaphors associated with a 
certain concept (“Anger is like *”)

Analyze these metaphors

Identify the lexical units representing the meaning of the 
target

Use these units for various IT tasks



Pedesis*: 
A System for Excavating Metaphors’ Domains

Features: C#, Bing Search Engine, NLP tools (Stanford Parser 
+ Dependency Representation), Rules for excavating 
metaphorical domains

* Sponsored by Israel Ministry of Defense



Targets:

1. Love 

2. Revenge 

3. Anger 

4. Depression 

5. Happiness

We searched the Web for metaphorical expressions, 
retrieved 20000 results and removed duplications



Number of Metaphors per Target Term:

Love ~2864

Revenge ~161

Anger ~372

Depression ~366

Happiness ~418









The Metaphors’ Domains Expose 

the Meaning of the Term

� In vivo: “Collective Intelligence”

� Bottom-Up

� The private experience of the person 

For instance, Depression …



Depression



Moreover, we manually analyzed the explanations 
people give to the metaphors of Depression

Through this analysis, we identified 6 dimensions of 
depression 



And identified hundreds of words associated, through 
the metaphors, with depression

For instance: Loneliness, despair …



So what?

We developed a “depression index” (Dep_Scale) that 
will be used to automatically identify depression in 
texts …

An application relevant for identifying depressed people 
(i.e.  Screening for depression)

Neuman. Y. et al. (submitted). Proactive screening for depression 
through automatic text analysis.  



By using Pedesis we constructed a bag-of-context-words 
that included 1723 terms associated with depression

Based on this "depression bag", we built a depression 
measure that aims to represent the level of depression 
in a text 



Testing Pedesis

We used the Blog Authorship Corpus : 398,691 posts of 17,031 
bloggers. 

For evaluating Pedesis we automatically retrieved the 1000 
posts that ranked highest on the Dep_Scale  

We compared through extreme group design the 100 highly 
depressed posts  (H) to the 100 lowest depressed posts (L).



Four expert psychologists were asked to rate the level of 
depression expressed by each post

Inter-judge reliability was Alpha Cronbach = .86



Results

We compared the number of cases in which Pedesis 
assigned a category of depression (High or Low) to 
posts judged by the experts as "Depressed" or "Non-
Depressed”

Precision = .78

Recall = .76



Criticism: We used a very simple and rigid pattern for 
identifying a metaphor 

Q: Is there a more sophisticated algorithm for 
identifying a metaphor? 

Answer: Yes!

Peter, D. Turney, Yair Neuman, Dan Assaf and Yohai 
Cohen. (Submitted). Literal and Metaphorical Sense 
Identification through Concrete and Abstract Context. 



The Context

Computers must be able to distinguish the literal and 
metaphorical senses of a word

Past work on the problem of distinguishing literal and 
metaphorical senses has approached it as a classical 
word sense disambiguation (WSD) task



The Hypothesis

Based on Lakoff & Johnson and Danesi (2003)

 We hypothesize that the degree of abstractness in a 
word’s context is correlated with the likelihood that 
the word is used in a metaphorical sense



The Approach

Our approach is based on an algorithm developed by 
Peter Turney for measuring the degree of abstractness 
of words

The algorithm calculates the abstractness of a given 
word by comparing it to twenty abstract  words and 
twenty concrete words that are used as paradigms of 
abstractness and concreteness



The Result

A set of 114,501 terms (words and phrases) with 
abstractness ratings ranging from 0 to 1

A Pearson correlation of 0.81 with human ratings and an 
accuracy of 85% on binary classification



Experiment 1

We selected five adjectives: dark, deep, hard, sweet, and 
warm 

For each of the five adjectives, we identified twenty 
word pairs in which the first word is the adjective and 
the second word is a noun (e.g. dark thoughts)

In some of the pairs, the adjective was used in a 
denotative (literal) sense (dark hair) and in others it 
was used in a connotative (nonliteral) sense (dark 
humor)



Five judges, undergraduate students in psychology, 
were asked to judge whether the use of the adjective 
is a denotation or a connotation

Interjudge reliability = 0.95



Analysis and Results

Our feature vectors for each pair contained only one 
element, the abstractness rating of the noun in the 
pair … Simple but effective

We used Logistic Regression and were able to predict 
whether the adjective is used literally or non-literally 
with 79% accuracy!



Extending the Results to Verbs

We tested the algorithm on the TroFi file 

1965 sentences manually labeled as literal or nonliteral

For each sentence we calculated the average 
abstractness ratings of all the nouns excluding proper 
nouns and the target verb



Results
Accuracy 0.73 

The state of the art algorithm for distinguishing literal 
and nonliteral senses

The algorithm generalizes to new words outside of the 
training data …



How the Human Mind Enables 

Abstraction?

Why “God” is more abstract than a “Doughnut”? 

Neuman, Y., Turney, P., & Cohen, Y. (in press). 
How language enables abstraction? A study is 
computational cultural psychology. Int. Psy. Behav. 
Sci. 



Hypostatic Abstraction

Language as a semiotic system mediates our thoughts 
and enables abstract cognition (Vygotsky)

How? 

Peirce argued that one mechanism that enables abstract 
thought is hypostatic abstraction, the process through 
which a predicate (e.g., dark) turns into an object
(e.g., darkness)



A procedure that converts a perceptual quality expressed 
as an adjective or predicate into an additional object

honey is sweet honey possesses sweetness



The Hypothesis

If Peirce’s idea is empirically grounded, then we should 
expect that when examining word-pairs of the type X-
Xness (e.g., sweet-sweetness), we should find that the 
right term, the reified noun, is more abstract than the 
left term – the predicate/adjective



Test and Results

We automatically identified in the list of words that 
were rated according to their level of abstraction, 1078 
word-pairs of the form X-Xness

The reified noun was more abstract than the 
perceptual-embodied adjective (t = 4.914, p < .001) 



Two Case Studies: Sweet and Dark

For each of the 1078 X-Xness pairs, we identified the 
context of X, the context of Xness, and the context of 
their intersection (e.g., words shared by "Sweet" and 
"Sweetness“) 



The most concrete and frequent words associated with 
sweet: bread, girl, cherry, tea, recipe, corn, honey …
(food) 

The most abstract and frequent words at the 
intersection of sweet and sweetness: Love and Life

Sweetness: Good, Give, and Hope



From Sweet to Sweetness

The emergence of sweetness from the basic embodied 
experience of sweet

Parents Food        Life & Love        Hope & Good

The ancients Greeks describe Hope as the “Exiles’
Bread”



What about Dark and Darkness?



Lack of Light Anxiety Death

Darkness  descends, envelops, engulfs, enfolded, gropes, 
abides, gorged, extinguishing, cloaking, dwelled, and 
shrouds

Empirically explains the negative association of Dark 
Skin, Hair etc.



Conclusions

The mind as a sign-mediated-activity

Semiotics can be formalized through Category Theory

IT is a powerful tool for materializing semiotic insights, 
addressing old questions and developing scientific ideas 
and practical implications

Implications for Military Intelligence, BI, Cultural Psy. Etc.



Food for Thought …

Thank You


